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Secrets of the Sea 3.    There is more to a 
lobster fishery than meets the eye!  
This article is part of a series on lobsters and lobster fishing by Dr Colin Bannister, a retired 

emeritus scientist at CEFAS Lowestoft, Chairman of the Shellfish Association, and a former 

advisor on fisheries and shellfisheries management.  

My two previous articles in Hatching News touched on aspects of lobster growth and 

survival. I showed that lobsters take 4 to 8 years to reach the legal size that allows a 

reasonable proportion to mature and breed once before capture. I also reasoned that 

because lobsters have evolved to produce relatively few eggs per female (a few tens of 

thousands) lifetime survival in nature must generally be good. I linked this to the shelter-

seeking behaviour that is observed when baby lobsters first burrow into the sea bed, or 

when moulting lobsters hide in a rock crevice until the new soft shell hardens, or when 

lobsters rest between feeding excursions. As described below, complex behaviours also 

explain why lobster fishers actually catch their target species.  

I see a lobster fishery from two viewpoints. One is picturesque -- a vibrant mix of 

harbours, potting boats, diesel fumes, and  oil-skinned ‘characters’, all supported by the 

capture and sale of lithe blue-purple bodies with waving claws, that adorn the diner’s 

plate. The other viewpoint is a kaleidoscope of questions about the underwater events 

that occur when thousands of baited pots are scattered over the seabed among hungry 

lobsters. These viewpoints are entwined because the picturesque fishery depends 

entirely on the biology that links the lobster catch to the stock on the seabed.  

Typically, a local harbour may have a dozen or more coastal lobster boats working up to 10 

miles from home, each using 300 to 1500 baited pots. From spring to late autumn these 

are laid on the seabed in strings of varying length but generally of 30 to 60 pots, set in lines 

that straggle over patchworks of hard ground (reef, cobble), softer ground (shell-sand or 

mud), and sometimes close to wrecked ships. Some newer potters may fish further afield, 

and use up to 4,000 pots that are left at sea all year. In the main summer season, when 

seawater is warm and lobsters start to feed after spawning and moulting, pots are usually 

hauled, emptied, re-baited, and re-set every one, two or three days (the ‘soak time’). Pots 

are hauled less frequently when the weather is poor, or in the cool early or late season 

when lobsters are less active. To be successful the patchwork of fishing in space and time 

must overlap those areas of seabed where the most lobsters find shelter, but from which 

they emerge periodically to hunt for food. Compared to fish, the natural density of lobsters 

is very low, and they do not herd, so unlike a mid-water trawl, which sweeps through 

shoals of herring or pilchard, or a bottom trawl which attempts to overtake and surround 

bottom living fish as they comb the seabed, baited pots are passive. They simply lie in wait, 

anticipating that hungry lobsters will eventually come by.  

Now imagine the factors that could determine what a pot fishery catches and removes 

from the stock. These include the number and density of lobsters on the seabed (stock 

abundance), the number and density of pots set, how often they are hauled, and the 

behaviours that determine how many lobsters find a pot and then become trapped. The 

stock depends on how many baby lobsters settle each year to hide, feed and survive the 

years needed to reach fishable size in each segment of habitat in a relevant geographical 

area. What could then be caught depends on the proportion of the stock within reach of 

the gear, and what is actually caught depends on the following behavioural sequences.  
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On any given day, what proportion of the lobster stock is mobile, and for how long, and over 

what distance do lobsters travel? Given the number of pots in the fishing area, what is the 

chance of any mobile hungry lobster coming within reach of any pot, and then sensing and 

reacting to the smell of bait?  When it does, what is the chance that this lobster will (or will not) 

approach and climb through a spout into the pot, where it may (or may not) fight with a 

competitor, and from which it may (or may not) escape? The chances of escape are much 

reduced when the pot has an inner chamber (‘parlour’). This is now commonplace in most of our 

pot fisheries, allowing lobster fishers to leave their pots for longer soak times.   

Quantifying this complexity requires special methods to study what happens underwater. 

Options include the use of acoustic imaging to map habitats; electronic tracking devices to 

record how often and how far lobsters forage within or between habitats; and the deployment 

of divers, time-lapse cameras, or remote TV to record how lobsters behave when approaching a 

pot. Experimental fishing can be used to show how the number and size of lobsters in the catch 

is affected by pot size and design, spacing between traps, and frequency of hauling. Fishing 

experiments have studied the use of escape gaps in the netting of a pot to release undersized 

animals, and the use of pots pre-baited with a live lobster or crab to show that the catch can be 

affected by mutual attraction or conflict. Finally, tagging methods have been developed to 

estimate local density, dispersion, and migration.  

Off and on, these tools are being applied in several typical lobster fisheries in Europe and North 

America, gradually accumulating tantalising snapshots of lobster behaviour and the capture 

process. Although an excellent basis for further detailed work, results are still far from giving a 

fully quantitative picture, and because these methods are painstaking, expensive, and confined 

to small areas for short periods, they are unsuitable for routine stock assessment of whole 

fisheries. Lobster management must therefore fall back on applying simpler monitoring and 

modelling tools, as will be explained in the next article.  
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Top left, a metal frame parlour pot, bottom left Summer Rose  off Flamborough Head, bottom right Yorkshire Cobbles  


